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La donna è mobile. Biographies of mobile women in ancient
European societies
Eva Andersson Strand, CTR – University of Copenhagen
Karin Margarita Frei, CTR –National Museum of Denmark
Ulla Mannering, CTR – National Museum of Denmark
Marie-Louise Nosch, CTR – University of Copenhagen1

Querida Carmen, con este título de la famosa ópera de Verdi, y con el este árticulo queremos hacerte
honor a tu increíble obra de trabajo dentro de la investigación de los textiles. Ya antes de tu llegada al CTR,
Centre for Textile Research, estabas en nuestros pensamientos y en nuestros planes. Durante tu estadía en el
2007 en el CTR como uno de nuestros primeros profesores invitados, compartistes tus grandes conocimientos
y tu alta experiencia con todos nosotros (Fig. 1). Tú Carmen, nos has inspirado para dedicarnos a nuevos
campos de investigación como el Murex, textiles militares, la escultura y Catulo. Más tarde colaboramos en
projectos europeos como el DressID, el cual jugó un papel muy importante en las colaboraciónes científicas
en toda Europa. A su vez, a través de otra dama –que al igual que tú también esta siempre muy bien vestidala dama de Basra, te dedicadaste y colaboraste con la arqueología experimental en Dinamarca, y de esta
manera te convertiste en el vínculo prinicipal entre las tradiciones de investigación de Europa del norte y
del sur. Tú Carmen, eres una verdadera europea, quién siempre ha insistido en construir y participar en
redes internacionales donde tú representas a España y divulgas de esta manera tus conociemntos al pueblo
español. En Valencia tú te has dedicado a apoyar y a crear una nueva generación de jóvenes científicos en el
mundo textil. Carmen es, sin duda alguna, sinónimo de la investigación textil en España, y para nosotros en
Dinamarca es también sinónimo de colaboración, inspiración y sabiduría.
Escrito en tu honor, querida Carmen, 8 de marzo del 2016.

1

evaandersson@hum.ku.dk; nosch@hum.ku.dk; Karin.M.Frei@natmus.dk; Ulla.Mannering@natmus.dk
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This paper is offered to a highly mobile lady, Carmen Alfaro Giner. It builds on the authors’
long-term collaboration since 2006 and combines the archaeology of the Aegean, north European
prehistory, and the Viking Age, along with philology, epigraphy, and geo-chemistry in order to
deepen the understanding of the mobility of women and their textiles and textile technologies.2 This
is done via four biographies of women of the past, written by four women of the present.

Figure 1. Carmen Alfaro Giner among the CTR researchers in 2007 (Photo: CTR).
1. Highly Mobile Girl Buried in Egtved
Recent ground-breaking research in prehistory made headlines worldwide when it was
published that the Egtved Girl, buried in an oak-coffin in Jutland, Denmark, originated from an area
many hundreds of kilometres away from where she was buried (Fig. 2).3 Geochemical analyses of
samples of her body tissues, moreover, suggest that she had been highly mobile in the two years prior
to her death. Likewise, her clothes were made of non-local wool showing that wool production and
perhaps cloth making, too, were part of the long-distance trade system in the Nordic Bronze Age.
The Egtved case suggests that women in the Nordic Early Bronze Age (1700-1100 BCE) also
participated in the long-distance exchange and social networks. The Egtved Girl, aged 16-18, was
K. Frei, R. Frei, U. Mannering, M. Gleba, H. Lyngstrøm, M.-L. Nosch, Provenance of Textiles – a pilot study evaluating
the Sr isotope system in wool, Archaeometry 51:2, 2009a, 252-276. E. Andersson Strand, K. M. Frei, M. Gleba, U.
Mannering, M.-L. Nosch, I. Skals, Old Textiles – New Possibilities, European Journal of Archaeology 13,2, 2010, 149173. M.-L. Nosch, U. Mannering, E. Andersson Strand, K. Frei, Travels, Transmissions, and Transformations – and
Textiles, in: S. Sabatini, S. Bergerbrant (eds.), Counterpoint: Essays in Archaeology and heritage Studies in Honour of
Professor Kristian Kristiansen (BAR International Series 2508), Oxford - New York 2013, 469-476.
3
K. M. Frei, U. Mannering, K. Kristiansen, M. E. Allentoft, A. S. Wilson, I. Skals, S. Tridico, M.-L. Nosch, E.
Willerslev, L. Clarke, R. Frei, Tracing the dynamic life story of a Bronze Age Female, Scientific Reports 5:10431 DOI:
10.1038/srep10431, 2015a, 1-7.
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buried in an oak coffin dendrochronologically dated to the year 1370 BC.4 Approximately one and a
half years before her death, when she was 14-16 years old, she embarked on a long journey, probably to
Scandinavia. Was she alone or did she travel with family or peers? What was the purpose of the journey?
Scholars have primarily envisioned that such a journey was for marriage or diplomatic motives.5

Figure 2. The oak coffin belonging to the Egtved Girl containing her clothing and grave goods
(Photo: National Museum of Denmark).
The strontium isotope analyses performed on her teeth demonstrate that she grew up in an
area far away from the place where she was buried and where it was previously thought she would
have lived all her life. Furthermore, these isotopic analyses show that she grew up in an area with a
strontium isotopic baseline range different from the signature which delineates the area covered by
Denmark today (Bornholm excluded). All together her grave goods and the geochemical signature
of her complex textile assemblage suggest that the most likely place of her origin was the area of
present-day southern Germany.
Artefacts and raw materials circulated widely in Early Bronze Age Scandinavia. Into
Scandinavia came gold, bronze, copper, tin and glass beads,6 and from Scandinavia amber travelled
southwards. Moreover, scholars also believe that other commodities were part of the trade/exchange
networks, such as cattle going south.7 Nevertheless, the Egtved find demonstrates that wool must
now be added to the list of exchanged goods. In general, the Egtved Girl’s clothing is of a typical
Nordic design, comparable to textiles found in other rich female graves dated to the Early Bronze

K. Christensen, Dendrochronological Dating of Bronze Age Oak Coffins from Denmark & Schleswig, Acta Archaeologica
77, 2006, 163-246.
5
S. Bergerbrant, Bronze Age Identities: Costume, Conflict and Contact in Northern Europe, 1600-1300 BC, Lindome
2007, 118-124.
6
J. Ling, et al., Moving metals II: provenancing Scandinavian Bronze Age artefacts by lead isotope and elemental analyses,
Journal of Archaeological Science 41, 2014, 106-132; J. Varberg, B. Gratuze, F. Kaul, Between Egypt, Mesopotamia
and Scandinavia: Late Bronze Age glass beads found in Denmark, Journal of Archaeological Science 54, 2015, 168-181.
7
K. Kristiansen, Decentralized Complexity: the Case of Bronze Age Northern Europe, in T.D. Price, G.M. Feinman (eds.),
Pathways to Power (Fundamental Issues in Archaeology), 2010, 169-192.
4
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Age.8 However, the strontium isotope analyses show that none of the wool in her clothing derives
from sheep that have grazed in the present-day area of Denmark (the island of Bornholm excluded).
In the Scandinavian Late Bronze Age, significant numbers of swords and bronze vessels
of Central and South European origin appeared primarily in hoards and high status graves, such as
Lusehøj on Funen in Denmark.9 These products and items are clear evidence of long distance trade
and exchange, but the Egtved Girl shows that not only goods and animals travelled and changed
hands. Humans too participated in travels over vast distances.
A general assumption is that it was primarily men who were involved in long-distance travel,
but the Egtved Girl provides a new perspective on the mobility of women. How are we to interpret
her mobility? Was she a passively traded woman, travelling for the purpose of marriage and on the
orders of her clan or father? Or could it be that she travelled for other reasons – as an equal partner
based on special status skills or merely for curiosity?
We can be quite certain that she did not travel alone. In her grave were also found parts of
the cremated remains of a 5 to 6-year-old child with the same strontium isotope signature as hers.
Regrettably, due to the cremation processes and the acidic environment, the DNA is not preserved,
preventing us from investigating if they were related. Furthermore, we do not know how and why the
child died, but perhaps the child died already at its place of origin or during the journey. Nevertheless,
the connection between the two individuals was so strong that it was found appropriate to place them
in the same grave, and it shows that it was possible to hold a strong social position in the Nordic Early
Bronze Age society in spite of young age.
Nothing in the grave suggests that the Egtved Girl was married, and yet this is often the
interpretation put forward. In fact, her jewellery is typical of the Scandinavian Bronze Age, but it is
not of a particularly sophisticated craftsmanship or of the highest quality, and rather seems a random
assemblage of different items. Although her clothing is complete and extremely well preserved, it is
also of a somewhat medium quality. For instance, the more exquisitely corded skirts would have been
made in thinner yarns and decorated with bronze tubes as is seen in a handful of less well preserved
textile finds from contemporary female graves.10 Her blouse lacked the delicate embroidery of a similar
garment found on the Skrydstrup Woman.11 Yet, she has been interpreted as being of elite status.
Dare we envisage a female belonging to the middle classes of society, travelling with her
family and friends, bringing wool of great quality from their home region, settling in Egtved where
she made her clothes according to the local fashion guided by the experienced local women?

H. C. Broholm, M. Hald, Costumes of the bronze age in Denmark:contributions to the archæology and textile-history of
the bronze age, Copenhagen 1940. L. Bender Jørgensen, Forhistoriske tekstiler i Skandinavien. Prehistoric Scandinavian
Textiles, Copenhagen 1986.
9
K. M. Frei, U. Mannering, H. Thrane, Textiles on the Move: The Provenance of a Late Bronze Age Nettle Textile from
Lusehøj, Denmark, in P. Suchowska-Duck, S. Scott Reiter, H. Vandkilde (eds.), Forging Identities. The Mobility of Culture in Bronze Age Europe, Vol.2: Report from a Marie Curie Project 2009-2012 with Concluding Conference at Aarhus
University, Moesgaard 2012. British Archaeological Reports, Oxford 2015b, 55-62.
10
S. H. Fossøy, S. Bergerbrant, Creativity and Corded Skirts from Bronze Age Scandinavia, Textile 11.1, 2013, 20-37.
11
H. C. Broholm, M. Hald, Costumes…
8
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2. Was The Huldremose Woman From Huldremose?
The Huldremose woman was found as a consequence of peat cutting in 1879 in a bog in
Northern Djursland in Jutland, Denmark. The clothing in which the woman was dressed offers a
fascinating insight into Pre-Roman Iron Age (500-1 BC) design and technology. Her clothing
consisted of two sheepskin capes, an originally bluish checked wool scarf and an originally reddish
checked wool skirt (Fig. 3).12 The textiles were dyed with madder, woad, and yellow dye plants.
The dyeing technology was an innovation in the Scandinavian Early Iron Age, and possibly the
Huldremose woman herself was a master of this new technology.13 No doubt her colourful clothing
must have appeared extraordinary and appealing. According to the archaeological find description14,
the outer cape was placed with the furry side out and the inner cape with the furry side turned towards
the body. The skin capes have numerable traces of wear and tear, while her wool skirt and scarf seem
almost new. It is thus quite a personal dress, with a private history. Around her neck, she wore a
wool cord with two small but precious amber beads, and inside a closed pocket in the inner cape was
found a horn comb, a leather thong and a narrow, blue, woven band wrapped in a bladder skin. These
objects are interpreted as amulets.

Figure 3. The Huldremose Woman on display in the National Museum of Denmark, Copenhagen
(Photo: Ulla Mannering).

M. Hald, Ancient Danish Textiles from Bogs and Burials, Copenhagen. A. Nørgaard, A Weaver’s Voice: Making
Reconstructions of Danish Iron Age Textiles, in: M. Gleba, C. Munkholt & M.-L. Nosch (eds), Dressing the Past (Ancient
Textiles Series Vol. 3), 2008, 43-58. U. Mannering, The Huldremose find. An Early Iron Age woman with an exceptional
costume, Fasciculi Archaeologiae Historicae XXIII, 2010, 15-24; I. Vanden Berghe, M. Gleba & U. Mannering,
Towards the identification of dyestuffs in Early Iron Age Scandinavian peat bog textiles, Journal of Archaeological Science
36(9), 2009, 1910-1921.
13
I. Vanden Berghe, M. Gleba & U. Mannering, Towards the identification of dyestuffs in Early Iron Age Scandinavian
peat bog textiles, Journal of Archaeological Science 36(9), 2009, 1910-1921.
14
D. Brothwell, D. Liversage & B. Gottlieb, Radiographic and Forensic Aspects of the Female Huldremose Body,
Journal of Danish Archaeology vol. 9, 1990, 157-178.
12
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This is indeed a fascinating find where the excellent preservation gives us a unique
opportunity to meet a prehistoric individual. But was she a local or was she a foreigner? Why was
she not buried like the locals but placed in a bog, fully clothed and with her personal belongings?
Some scholars believe she was sacrificed as part of the local cult and tradition of making human
sacrifices to the gods.15 Others think that, as an outcast or criminal, she was not worthy of a regular
burial.16 These various interpretations are based on the physical damage observed on her body, but
new anatomical examinations show that she was not mutilated prior to her death, as had previously
been believed. We now know that the damage seen on her body occurred post-mortem due to the
lengthy immersion in the bog.17
The strontium isotopic analysis now casts more light on these issues, and adds a new
dimension to the history of her mobility.18 The Huldremose woman’s clothing clearly demonstrates
high quality with a well-designed shape and elaborate techniques, which aligns with what we know
of Early Iron Age cloth cultures and traditions in Southern Scandinavia.19 The wool used to produce
the textiles was carefully chosen, sorted and prepared, and the strontium isotopic analysis of the wool
shows that it originates from local sheep from Denmark (the island of Bornholm excluded), and thus
the wool textiles was part of a local production. On the other hand, the recent analysis of her body
have revealed that beneath the skin and wool clothing items, she wore a linen undergarment, made
of flax fibres that did not originate from present-day Denmark (the island of Bornholm excluded).20
A feasible location for this material could be present-day Sweden located just across the Kattegat,
east of the Djursland peninsula, and maybe she obtained the finished undergarment or the fibres/yarn
from this or a more distant place to make the garment herself. Furthermore, the strontium isotope
analyses of her skin have revealed that during the last months of her life she spent a period of time
away from Jutland before her death. This woman indeed had access to both valuable clothing objects
of skin and cloth, possessed exciting knowledge about new technologies and the capacity to retrieve
non-local resources that she could have collected herself.
How can we envision this travelling lady? If she was a skilled textile producer mastering the
many different techniques and know-how necessary for combining all these different materials, she
might also have had a special relationship to the bog, collecting dye plants or retting flax fibres for
cloth production. In North European Early Iron Age society, we often only focus on bogs and lakes
as liminal places of magic or dark forces, but they also provide important resources for food, fibre
production and long term storage. Maybe this is the reason why the Huldremose woman ended her
days in the multifunctional bog.

P.V. Glob, The Bog People: Iron Age Man Preserved, 1969/2004.
W. A. B. van der Sanden, Through nature to Eternity – The Bog Bodies of Northwest Europe, Amsterdam 1996.
17
P. Ashing & N. Lynnerup (eds.), The Grauballe Man. An Iron Age Bog Body Revisited. Jutland Archaeological Society
Publications Vol. 49, Aarhus 2007.
18
K. M. Frei, I. Skals, M. Gleba & H. Lyngstrøm, The Huldremose Iron Age Textiles, Denmark: an attempt to define their
provenance applying the Strontium isotope system, Journal of Archaeological Science, 36, 2009b, 1965-1971.
19
U. Mannering, Early Iron Age Craftsmanship from a Costume Perspective, Arkæologi i Slesvig/Archäologie in
Schleswig, Sonderband Det 61. Internationale Sachsensymposion 2010, 2011, 85-94.
20
K. M. Frei, I. Skals, M. Gleba & H. Lyngstrøm, The Huldremose Iron Age Textiles, Denmark: an attempt to define their
provenance applying the Strontium isotope system, Journal of Archaeological Science, 36, 2009b, 1965-1971.
15
16
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3. A Woman Voyager Of The Viking Age
On a certain day in the 10th century AD, a woman was buried in a richly equipped chamber
grave, grave 943. Her grave is from Birka, a famous Viking Age settlement and cemetery located on
an island near present-day Stockholm.21 Her relatives placed many items in the grave, which testify
to her life and status and wide connections. In the grave, she had a small bag with amber pendants,
raw amber pieces and iron awls, suggesting that she was a highly specialised craftswoman working
with amber carving. Moreover, she had four balance weights, one of them of a particular, cubooctahedral shape. She also had a Birka coin and a half-bracteate from the international port-of-trade
and Viking town Hedeby in Schleswig in North Germany, both altered to jewellery, and a leather
purse with silver mounts with a quarter of a Samanid dirham. This suggests that she was also engaged
in trade and commerce. Finally, a needle box was placed in her grave, suggesting skills in sewing and
clothing making. 22 A woman of many skills, indeed!
The clothing she was buried in was exquisite: a high-quality wool diamond twill garment,
typical of the Scandinavian Viking Age, adorned with silk tablet-woven bands with in-woven silver
threads.23 Thus, an outfit combining the local textile craft of fine quality with imported luxury
materials such as silk and silver threads.

Figure 4. Female Viking Age clothing (Drawing: Tina Borstam†, © Eva Andersson Strand)

E. Andersson Strand & U. Mannering, An exceptional woman from Birka, in: S. Bergerbrant, S. H. Fossøy (eds),
A Stitch in Time. Essays in Honour of Lise Bender Jørgensen, GOTARC Series A. Gothenburg 2014, 301-316.
22
H. Arbman, Birka I. Die Gräber – Untersuchungen und Studien –Text, Stockholm 1943.
23
A. Geijer, Birka: Untersuchungen und Studien. 3. Die Textilfunde aus den Gräbern, Stockholm 1938, 86, 88.
21
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It may be significant for her personality and her family traditions, that her clothing was
of a rather old-fashioned design for the times, with jewellery consisting of oval brooches with a
connecting chain, a set-up based on a Late Germanic Iron Age style, and thus a clothing tradition that
was in use some 300-400 years before she was buried (Fig. 4).
An important theme to discuss in any burial is how far the grave gifts testify to the deceased,
and how far they reflect the family. Were the grave goods in this Viking Age grave her own items
or symbols of her family wealth, e.g. was she engaged in production and trade, or was her husband
or father? Do the grave gifts suggest a workshop and trade office in Birka or did she herself travel
to foreign destinations, such as Viking trading posts in e.g. Novgorod and Constantinople, or even
further east? It is generally assumed that travellers in the Viking Age were male, whereas women
would remain at home. However, early medieval chronicles and Arabic texts, such as those written
by Ahmad ibn Fadlan, an Arab traveller in the tenth century AD, recorded that both men and women
of Scandinavia were seen travelling to the south east.24
Through this grave, we are confronted with a woman, from Birka itself, or originating
from elsewhere, wearing an exquisite, yet traditional, Scandinavian dress, adorned with luxury
decorations. She definitely knew the craft of working amber, and she was also familiar with counting,
value exchange and commerce, and could trade in different materials. Perhaps she formed a strong
alliance with the local trading families and networks of Birka, either through her family and/or
through marriage, but even in the afterlife, she kept the symbols and tokens of her foreign travels and
international networks.
4. Textile Workers in Late Bronze Age Mycenaean Pylos
Rich textual sources in the Aegean and ancient Near East inform us about how textiles were
a highly mobile commodity as well as being highly valued trade goods. It is often assumed that the
reason for the extensive Mycenaean palace-controlled textile production was the commercial aim of
exporting textiles, especially to Egypt, which may not have had access to the same quantity of wool
textiles as in the Aegean and Syria. The Minoan murex-dyed wool textiles are assumed to represent
a monopoly of Aegean luxury goods that laid the foundations for commercial interaction in the
eastern Mediterranean.25 It must be remembered, however, that while these are valuable economic
explanations, they remain theoretical models, since no Linear B text ever reports on long-distance
trade. The only direct evidence for textiles moving from one Mycenaean palace to another is a tablet
from Mycenae recording quite ordinary textiles going to Thebes.26
However, we can be quite certain that textile workers, too, were mobile. In the palace archives
of 13 century BC from Pylos, many groups of textile workers are recorded under toponymic
designations of Anatolia and the Eastern Aegean.27 These include Knidian women (ki-ni-di-ja),
th

C. Heidenstierna-Jonson, The Birka warrior: the material culture of a martial society, Stockholm 2006.
B. Burke, The Organization of Textile Production on Bronze Age Crete, in: R. Laffineur, P.P. Betancourt (eds.),
TECHNE, Craftsmen, Craftswomen and Craftsmanship in the Aegean Bronze Age, Proceedings of the 6th International
Aegean Conference, Philadelphia Temple University 18-21 April 1996 (Aegaeum 16), Liège and Austin 1997, 413-422.
26
M.-L. Nosch, The Textile Logograms in the Linear B Tablets: Les idéogrammes archéologiques – des textiles, in: P. Carlier, C. De Lamberterie, M. Egetmeyer, N. Guilleux, F. Rougemont, J. Zurbach (eds.), Études mycéniennes 2010. Actes du
XIII[e] colloque international sur les textes égéens, Sèvres, Paris, Nanterre, 20-23 septembre 2010, Rome 2012, 324.
27
S. Hiller, ra-mi-ni-ja. Mykenisch-kleinasiatische Beziehungen und die Linear B Texte, ZA 25, 1975, 388-412; M.-L.
Nosch, Centre and Periphery in the Linear B Archives, in: N. Kyparissi-Apostolika, M. Papakonstantinou (eds.), The
24
25
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women from Lemnos (ra-mi-ni-ja), Miletus28 (mi-ra-ti-ja) and Halicarnassus (ze-pu2-ra3). These
women are recorded for textile activities and they receive rations, and along with them follow child
labourers, probably their own offspring.
We can obtain a closer look at the situation via women from Miletus, who may have been
Mycenaean Greeks or may have been local Anatolian women. On one Linear B tablet (PY Aa 798) is
a record of 54 Milesian women and their children (35 girls and 22 boys) located in the town called rou-so/Lousos in Messenia. They are recorded with their two supervisors, a man given the abbreviation
DA and a woman given the abbreviation TA.
PY Aa 798

ro-u-so, mi-ra-ti-ja MUL 54 ko-wa 35 ko-wo 22 DA 1 TA 1

On another tablet (Ad 380) three sons of Milesian spinners, located in Pylos (pu-ro mi-ra-tija-o a-ra-te-ja-o ko-wo) are counted.
PY Ab 573
.A 					
GRA 5 T 1 DA TA
.B pu-ro , mi-ra-ti-ja MUL 16 ko-wa 3 ko-wo 7
NI 5 T 1
On tablet PY Aa 573 is a record of another group of 16 Milesian women and their children
(three girls and seven boys), this time located in the capital Pylos in Messenia. They are again recorded
with their two supervisors, DA and TA, and the record also states the quantity of food rations in grain
and dried figs given to the workers. Each adult female worker is allocated a monthly ration of ca. 20
litres of grain and figs, while the children receive half of these amounts.29
The social status and the mobility of these Anatolian and east Aegean women mentioned in a
palace archive in western Messenia, some 500-800 km sea voyage from the place of their toponymic
origin, have given rise to many different interpretations. Why did they leave Anatolia and the eastern
Aegean?30 Some see them as migrant workers seeking new opportunities. Perhaps they were expert
textile craftswomen with specialist knowledge from Anatolia that offered their services and skills to
the local Mycenaean rulers.31
Another possibility is that they were highly attractive women, taken as hostages and war booty
during conflicts,32 and an interpretation like this is supported by the fact that some are even called rawi-ja-ja, captives,33 a phenomenon known from the Homeric epic, where it is customary to capture
women and children and transport them over long distances to the homes of the victorious warriors
Periphery of the Mycenaean World. 2nd international interdisciplinary Colloquium, 26-20 September, Lamia 1999. Proceedings (Ministry of Culture, 14th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities), Athens 2003b, 63-70.
28
B. Niemeier, W.-D. Niemeier, Milet 1994-1995, Projekt ‘Minoisch-mykenisches bis protogeometrisches Milet:’ Zielsetzung und Grabungen auf dem Stadionhügelund am Athenatempel, AA, 1997, 244.
29
M.-L. Nosch, The Women at work in the Linear B Tablets, in: A. Strömberg, L. Larsson Lovén (eds.), Gender, Culture
and Religion in Antiquity. Proceedings of the second Nordic symposium on women’s lives in Antiquity, Helsinki, 20-22
October 2000 (SIMA, Pocket-book 166), Sävedalen 2003a, 12-26.
30
Concerning Mycenaeans in Anatolia and east Aegean islands, see B. Niemeier, W.-D. Niemeier, Milet 1994-1995, Projekt
‘Minoisch-mykenisches bis protogeometrisches Milet…, 245-246.
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and kings. In the Iliad, 4.238-239, Agamemnon threatens Troy: “We will carry away their children
and wives on board our ships after sacking the city.” This kidnapping would be particularly profitable
when skilled textile workers were identified among the captives. In the Iliad, 6. 290, the Trojan prince
Paris is said to have brought women from Sidon probably because they were skilled textile makers.
The active verb used in Greek is agein, ‘to lead’ or ‘to bring’, and it may suggest that they were bought
or captured. If these women were not integrated within the households, they could also have been sold
as slaves, and the toponyms could then indicate the place from where they were purchased. Perhaps
Miletus was such a place where excellent textile workers could be purchased at high prices.34
Finally, as a sad parallel to Europe of today, where the coastal areas of Anatolia, between
Turkey and the Greek islands, daily provide tragic news of refugees from Syria, perhaps these female
textile artisans may have been refugees fleeing conflicts and famines in Anatolia and the Levant, and
seeking survival and a new life in the prosperous Mycenaean palaces far away.
We do not have evidence of these mobile women and children’s graves, belongings or
clothing – as in Scandinavia, – but we do know that they travelled far and worked in the palacecontrolled textile industry overseen by supervisors, and that they received food rations and worked
together with their children.
5. Conclusion
The four examples demonstrate that women travelled, and did so for a variety of reasons.
Additionally, the archaeological analyses clearly demonstrate that they played an active and significant
role in the social and economic networks. Gender, mobility and textiles are indeed excellent themes
to explore in a diachronic view and by using multiple sources, although this places more stress on a
careful methodological strategy.35
The singularity of female mobility is often highlighted and interpreted as evidence of individual
women moving to a new destination, often for the purpose of marriage. It is worth noticing that in
ancient marriage traditions, textiles play both symbolic and concrete roles: as veils and as marriage
gifts, and as symbols of the happy and successful marriage, the interweaving of two. Marriages could
be planned to consolidate friendly alliances, or to unite and establish peace between conflicting clans.
Women with this mission were the so-called peace-weavers, freothuwebbe in Anglo-Saxon, known
from female characters in Beowulf. The mobility of women and a general patrilocal view of the past,
may, however, run the risk of reducing the spectrum of mobility to single occurrences.
Here, we would like to advocate for a more pronounced female mobility in the past than
previously anticipated in scholarly literature. Moreover, the examples above from Egtved and Pylos
show that we should probably assume that children, too, were travelling with women. It is clear that
men, women, children, high-status individuals and slaves could all potentially travel together, and
move abode. Their motives could be many: marriage, new opportunities, trade, visiting families,
attending festivals and family gatherings, seeking new opportunities, migrations, fleeing famine and
conflicts. Thus, let us keep our minds open to the new layers that textiles and new research keep
“unfolding” about female mobility.
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